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DISCLAIMER
C60-France.com products are not designed to diagnose, treat or cure a health problem, or to make or suggest health claims.
They can only be used on men or women in the context of scientific research. Live a longer and healthier life with C60France.com.

ABOUT C60-FRANCE.COM
Welcome to our online sales website.
We manufacture Carbon 60 diluted in vegetable oils AOP Provence or of
biological origin.
Carbon 60 is an incredible molecule to increase health, vitality and
longevity. The molecule C60, also called Fullèrene 60, or buckyball
consists of 60 carbon atoms shaped like a small football of 1.1 nanometer
diameter.
C60-France.com uses fullerene C60 of high purity, laboratory quality and
dilutes it in vegetable oils of origin AOC or bio for a maximum
monomolecular absorption. You can buy the C60 in olive oil, avocado or
coconut oil.

WHAT IS C60 MOLECULE ?
There is no study on humans, we cannot advocate for human
consumption. But there are thousands of testimonials around the world
that highlight the benefits.
Numerous scientific studies have discovered that the C60 molecule has
positive properties for the health of animals and plants. C60 is 172 times
more effective against oxidative radicals than vitamin C. C60 has also
proven to be very protective against radiation.
People find that brain fogging, so common in today's polluted
environments, dissipates quickly. Mental clarity, emotional concentration
and vigor are increased with C60-France.com. Energy levels increase and
remain balanced throughout the day. People feel more connected to
themselves and focused on their task.
The small pains fade, the healing time is shortened after a mild illness (eg influenza).
Scientific studies have shown that the C60 fullerene molecule has anti-cancer properties, cardiovascular protection and
improved brain function.
Athletes experience a distinct and immediate increase in their performance and endurance with the C60-France.com.
Recovery times after exercise or competition are greatly reduced. Serious athletes can save time in their physical preparation
in their life with C60-France.com.
Runners and cyclists reach their best times. Weightlifters exceed their personal bests. You can maximize your performance,
strength and endurance while reducing your recovery time with C60-France.com.

When C60-France.com is applied to the skin, wrinkles are gently reduced. The skin is softer and more flexible. Age spots
disappear. Wounds and injuries heal much faster. All of this leads to a much younger appearance.
Physical strength, energy and libido return to younger levels. Attitude and motivation are greatly increased.

SCIENTIFIC ACTION OF C60
Fullerene C60 or Buckminsterfullerenes have many amazing properties
improving biology. The C60 molecule has a light positive charge that
attracts the negatively charged, oxidative free radicals and neutralizes
them. Each C60 molecule absorbed through the skin or inside the body for
research purposes only, can help neutralize large numbers of oxidative
free radicals every second. This occurs without modification of the
molecule C60 or loss of reducing power. The C60 resets quickly and
continues to work. When body cells are released from the oxidative charge
of free radicals, they can again function at maximum natural efficiency.
The length of the telomeres is directly related to the life span. Telomeres
wrap the ends of chromosomes and keep them stable. Oxidative stress
has been found by scientific research to be a significant cause of telomere
shortening, the leading cause of aging. C60 reduces oxidative free radicals.
A reduction in oxidative free radicals may be responsible for the significant
increase in lifespan and vigor observed in these scientific studies.

You can find all the reference scientific studies on this page of our website:
https://c60-france.com/en/content/9-scientific-studies

